Our AW series speakers are perfect indoor and outdoors—anywhere that a project calls for accurate music reproduction and intelligible voice. AW's deliver robust bass, crisp treble and accurate midrange that makes them easily heard over table conversation, traffic or wind noise. Their range of four sizes from micro to 8-inch, and sleek ovoid shape let them fit unobtrusively into any hospitality decor.

The two larger AW models are designed for either low-impedance or constant-voltage applications. Impressive on their own, their sound can be further enhanced with Ashly power amplifiers and processors that incorporate Protēa or AquaControl™ software.
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AW Series are made for both indoor and outdoor wall-mount applications. Dust and water-resistant, they’re ideal for BGM use in bar/restaurants (including patios), paging and BGM for retail stores, distributed audio in HoW, schools, sports/health clubs and public spaces.

Highly efficient and durable, they complete the total Ashly solution when combined with Ashly’s DSP and DSP-enabled amplifiers for the widest, most consistent coverage.

The AW Series is available in four model sizes: AW2.1P 2.5” 8 Ω IP52 rated. AW 3.2P 3” 2-way 8 Ω, IP-52 rated. AW 5.2T 5” 2-way w/transformer, IP54 rated. AW 8.2T 8” 2-way w/transformer, IP54 rated. For extended LF response, add the SP-12.1P 12” Sub for full-range applications like DJ or Live Music Performance.

Two-way models incorporate Ashly’s proprietary Directivity-Optimized Crossover (DOC). This gives AW Series speakers the widest, most consistent sweet spot.

AW Series can also benefit from improved linear frequency response when used with DSP presets available for Protea & AquaControl-enabled amps and processors.

Wall-mounting hardware supplied; all models sold in pairs.

AW 5.2T and AW 8.2T have 70-100V Constant Voltage capabilities

Weather resistant (IP52 (AW 2.1P/3.2P) and

IP54 (AW 5.2T/8.2T)

5-Year Warranty
AW speakers will please you with their performance and price. But spec:

- nXp series multi-mode amps with Protēa
- pēma series Protēa-enabled amps
- ne4250pe and ne8250pe network-enabled amp with Protēa
- ne series processors with Protēa
- or mXa-1502 mix amp with AquaControl

... and you get:

- Directivity-weighted, optimized linear frequency response
- Universal crossover implementation for use with subwoofer and full-range speakers
- FIR-corrected linear phase response above about ~300 Hz

On the ne24.24m, only optimized linear frequency response and universal crossover functions are available.